[Comparative study of 2 commercial tests for the detection of HIV-1 antigens in blood and cerebrospinal fluid using immunoenzymology].
The authors have carried out, on 150 sera of patients seropositive for the human immunodeficiency virus type I (HIV I) and 11 cerebrospinal fluid of which 5 were patient infected by the HIV I, a comparative study of two commercial tests for the detection of HIV I antigen (Diagnostic Pasteur and Abbott laboratories). A much greater sensitivity was obtained with the specificity being practically identical for the sera with the two tests (100% with Abbott laboratories test, 96.11% with the diagnostic Pasteur test). 4 sera appeared "false negatives" with the Abbott Laboratories test; their optical density was situated between 80 and 100 p. cent of the cut-off level value, whereas that of the "real" negatives was situated between 30 and 60 p. cent of the cut-off level value. 10 of the 11 cerebrospinal fluids appeared false positive with the Diagnostic Pasteur. This seems to be connected with an insufficiency of saturation of protein receptors in the wells. The Diagnostic Pasteur test is not adapted for the detection of HIV I antigen in the body fluids with a weak protein concentration. Contrary to the results obtained with the Encavor test (Abbott laboratories) the analysis in western-blot does not show an inverse prevalence of anti p24 GAG antibodies with regard to antigen HIV I in seropositive patients. On the other hand, the statistical analysis of the positive HIV I sera which are at the same time antigen HIV I positive and antibodies HIV I positive suggests an earlier disappearance of anti p17 GAG antibodies than of anti p24 GAG antibodies.